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Life isn't perfect, but then photography isn't either.

Indeed photography's imperfections are becoming all too familiar. Often

now we hear that there are too many photographs, that we are buried in

them. Growing accustomed to the burden of this accumulation has made it

difficult to imagine what photographs we might still need.

Over the past decade photographers' answers to this challenge have

been diverse and often tentative. Although it may be a sign of cultural dis

array, even shallowness, the diversity also is a positive expression of

independence from the gang mentality of artistic progress, in which a few

artists mark the one true path for all others. If that is so, then shared con

cerns, when they do coalesce, may be explored more broadly, perhaps also

more deeply. It appears that something of the sort is now happening as

dozens of American photographers explore the life of the home.

It might be argued that this phenomenon represents not so much an

advance as a retreat— a narcissistic withdrawal from the world's troubles

into the secure domestic cocoon. But there are other ways to approach our

photographers' new preoccupation with the place where honesty and char

ity were once said to begin. Certainly the pictures collected here, themselves

but the tip of an iceberg, are too varied and too lively to submit to a single

interpretation. Readers are invited to turn directly to them and reach their

own conclusions.

To make a photograph the photographer must be in the presence of the

subject. This is true even in the special case where the subject is an arrange

ment in the studio, or simply another photograph. In the more general case

it is not only true but enormously consequent. To photograph on the top of

the mountain one must climb it; to photograph the fighting one must get

to the front; to photograph in the home one must be invited inside.

"How I got the picture" is the stuff of tall tales. While the nature pho

tographer may boast of elaborate equipment or long treks or superhuman

patience, every photojournalist can tell of wary strangers befriended or

guards duped or disasters narrowly escaped. Less often do we hear the sto

ries behind more ordinary photographs, where no precipice yawned and

no bullets flew, but that does not mean that these stories might not be

interesting, and instructive, if we knew them.

Once the picture is made the photographer disappears, to be replaced

by the viewer. This is photography's biggest, slyest trick, since the viewer

sees only what is shown and (if the picture is good enough) takes it for the

whole. The familiar technical questions—which lens did you use? which

film?—barely scratch the surface of the mask behind which the making of

the picture has vanished. What the picture doesn't show us — how the

photographer got here; his or her relationship, in the broadest sense, to the

subject — shapes the character of what we see within the frame.

This most fundamental condition of photography bears considera

tion. It helps to explain, for example, why the public life of the street has

played such a prominent role in modern photography. The street and its

extensions—the lobby, the airport, the beach—serve up a smorgasbord of



class and character, circumstance and behavior, all the while preserving for

the photographer the anonymity and freedom enjoyed by the painter alone

in the studio. The photographer may enter and leave the teeming arena at

will, without asking permission or making an appointment or saying

goodbye. And the material is so rich that the pho

tographer may construct an image of life so varied

and elaborate that we may never think to ask what is

missing. Everything changes when the photographer

enters the home, beginning with the difficulty of

entering at all.

American fiction deals in the main with the amorous

and spiritual difficulties of young upper-middle-class

adults; a visitor arriving in New York after studying

the short stories of, say, Ann Beattie and Donald

Barthelme . . . would be ill-prepared for the industrial

sprawl of Queens and the black slums of Brooklyn,

for the squalid carnival of the avenues and the sneaking dread of the side

streets after dark.1

Some might wish to substitute "stories in The New Yorker" for "American

fiction," but there is no denying that our writers have dwelled on the

domestic. Until recently, American photography precisely inverted the

emphasis, offering an abundant record of the avenues and side streets and

scarcely any account of life at home. One might expect, for example, to

find many pictures of domestic life in The Family of Man, Edward

Steichen's panoramic exhibition and book of 1955. In fact, fewer

than one in ten of the photographs unmistakably were made in

the home.

The barrier that is the front door goes a long way toward

explaining the relative paucity of domestic material in the body of

photojournalist and photojournalistic work upon which Steichen

largely drew. It also helps to explain the mutual alienation of the

two principal strains of domestic imagery that did exist in

American photography in the three decades that followed World

War II.

Because lack of privilege too easily translates into lack of

privacy, domestic poverty has been far more accessible than

domestic affluence. Moreover, the Depression documents of the

Farm Security Administration provided subsequent photogra

phers of poverty with both a stylistic model and a badge of

sympathetic concern. Given the authority of the work that Walker Evans,

Dorothea Lange, and others made for the FSA, it is not surprising that the

idiom has survived even though few would dispute that its social effective

ness has waned (ill. 1).

When photographers did cross the threshold into an affluent home,

1. BRUCE DAVIDSON

Untitled. 1967-68. From East 100th Street

2. SID AVERY

Paul Newman and Joanne Woodward,

Beverly Hills. 1958

In 1982 John Updike wrote in a review,



the pictures they made there generally were ruled by a contract, real or

implied. More often than not the resulting pictures were promoting some

thing, even if nothing more specific than the postwar ideal of domestic

prosperity. Although its subjects are celebrities, Sid

Avery's charming valentine to Paul Newman and

Joanne Woodward is typical of this genre, notably in

the way it adapts to its aims the candid vocabulary

of photojournalism (ill. 2). Especially when paired

with the durable imagery of domestic poverty and

distress, the anodyne picture of material bliss

encouraged the notion that trouble was something

that happened to someone else.

The record of home life is still thinner and

more fragmentary within the aesthetic tradition of

American photography that stretches from Alfred

Stieglitz and Edward Weston to Elarry Callahan and

Aaron Siskind and beyond. Here, too, domestic

imagery has tended to fall into two mutually exclu

sive categories. The first comprises snapshots: casual

records of everyday life. While better made than most, these pictures

remain essentially snapshots, quarantined from the demands and opportu

nities of the photographer's art. In the second category, the domestic

subject is so thoroughly subordinated to an aesthetic program that it is

drained of domesticity. In the work of Stieglitz and Callahan, Georgia

O'Keeffe and Eleanor Callahan typically are not wives at home but the

Eternal Feminine at Parnassus (ill. 3).

The polarity of these two categories has been bridged frequently in

isolated pictures but only rarely in a sustained effort, such as Weston's late

family pictures (ill. 4), or Emmet Gowin's early work

(ill. 5). In about 1966 Gowin, a student of Callahan,

discovered snapshot intimacy as a potent artistic

theme. The originality of this discovery may be mea

sured against the domestic portraits that appeared a

few years later in Bill Owens's book Suburbia (1973)

(ill. 6). Owens's subjects present the public face of

private life, obliging the photographer by adopting

representative roles. To Gowin's subjects he is not the

photographer but Emmet, and they to him are not

types but individuals. What he discovered is that the

essential power of the snapshot lies not so much in

candor of style or modesty of subject as in the rela

tionship between photographer and photographed.

In the early 1970s Gowin retreated to the more famil

iar ground of romantic fantasy, where his wife Edith,

formerly pictured as lover and companion, became an actress in fairytale

roles. But his early pictures possess an unembellished tenderness that

remains exemplary to many of the photographers represented here.

3. HARRY CALLAHAN

Eleanor, Chicago. 1949

4. EDWARD WESTON

Cole and Dorothy Weston. 1945

^ 4 �



5- EMMET GOWIN

Barry and Dwayne, Danville. 1969

That photographers, like businessmen, generally have maintained a

barrier between work and home, makes all the more remarkable the appar

ent ease with which Lee Friedlander has ignored that barrier. As he

matured, Friedlander made of photography such a supple tool that what

ever subject he chose became, as if beforehand, a subject

for art. Thus, while he seems not to have planned it, his

pictures of family and friends became part of his work, his

oeuvre (for example, page 101). These pictures trick us into

thinking that all snapshots—all umpteen billion of them—

must be wonderful, and of course in a way they are.

Not long before her death in 1965 Dorothea Lange

conceived the idea of a new national documentary project.

On a visit to New York she told John Szarkowski at The

Museum of Modern Art about her idea and asked him to

invite several young photographers to discuss it with her.

Szarkowski remembered the meeting this way:

The young photographers were all salivating. "When do we

start?" But as the conversation went on, Lange became a lit

tle quiet and finally a little restive. And after listening to all the photographers

talk about how wonderful it would be, she said, "Well now, just a minute. I

am not talking about finding a lot of money so we can do the Farm Security

Administration over again." She said, 'Actually, you know, we've learned how

to photograph poor people. It might be really more interesting now, it certainly

would be more difficult, to see if we can learn how to photograph affluence."2

Lange did not say domestic affluence, and of course it is impossible to

imagine how the project she envisioned, had it been realized, might com

pare with the work collected here. But at least two of the story's potential

morals seem relevant: first, that just as the inertia of tradition enforces the

persistence of successful styles, it also inhibits the discovery of new sub

jects; and second, that an old approach might not work for a new subject.

10

In 1976 The Museum of Modern Art published William Eggleston's

Guide, which reproduced forty-eight photographs made about five years

earlier. That the pictures were in color was a novelty, which perhaps helped

to mask the deeper artistic novelty of the book. From Robert Frank in the

1950s to Garry Winogrand in the 1970s, the characteristic American photo

graph had been made in the street, and however idiosyncratic its maker's

viewpoint, its meanings had been essentially social. As Szarkowski noted in

the essay that opened Eggleston's book, his pictures instead presented a pri

vate world, "appearing not at all as it might in a social document, but as it

might in a diary."3

Both enthusiasts and critics of Eggleston's work recognized in it a

stylistic similarity to the drugstore snapshot. An explanation is required

here, since other work also had been visited with such a recognition where

little basis for it existed. Winogrand was justifiably irritated that some crit-



ics found the roots of his sophisticated compositions in the casual acci

dents of snapshots. He pointed out that the cutting edges of his pictures

were calculated with precision to frame a seamless puzzle, whereas the typ

ical snapshot points with fixed attention at its centered subject. Defined in

this way, snapshot style is as close to Eggleston's art as it is remote from

Winogrand's.

If Eggleston's pictures bear a family resemblance to snapshots, still

deeper is their affinity with the way snapshots hold meaning. Perhaps the

most ubiquitous of all photographs, snapshots are also the most hermetic.

To the insider, to the member of the family, snapshots are keys that open

reservoirs of memory and feeling. To the outsider, who does not recognize

the faces or know the stories, they are forever opaque. At the same time,

because we all have snapshots of our own, and thus know the habit of

understanding them, we all are equipped to imagine ourselves into the

snapshots of others, into the dramas and passions they conceal.

In the Guide Eggleston exploits this ready momentum of imagina

tion. He makes insiders of us, so that his pictures are intimate without

being voyeuristic. It is this aura of intimacy that lends emotional weight to

mundane subjects, even (or especially) those that are improbable candi

dates for the family album— an open oven (page 31), for example, or

dinner for one (page 75). Like Philip Guston's discarded shoes and bare

lightbulbs, Eggleston's household details are momentous, psychically

charged, invested with sorrows and yearnings.

Even before the Guide was published Eggleston had begun to broaden

the scope of his work, and the flavor of his style is evident in no small part

of the color work that soon followed and has

continued to grow. The less easily imitated

aspect of Eggleston's work, its poetic fusion of

ordinary subject and personal sensibility, in

fact has been less often imitated. Nevertheless,

a prodigal garden has now grown up around

what first appeared as a beautiful, solitary blos

som. If grossly classified as an intimate view of

domestic experience, the Guide now, fifteen

years later, belongs to a broad array of contem

porary photography. Since 1980 American

photographers have turned with an enthusi

asm to the terra incognita of the domestic

scene.

The pictures reproduced here have been

assembled to survey this development. That it

is a coherent artistic phenomenon seems

indisputable. That the character of the whole

is richer than the sum of its parts is the thesis that underlies this book and

has dictated the survey form. Such a survey is unlikely to do justice to the

distinctness of each photographer's work, and it is simply inadequate to

represent the sort of sustained project that more than a few of the photog-

6. BILL OWENS

We Are Really Happy. 1972



7. BERNHARD AND ANNA BLUME

One part from the five-part work

Kitchen Frenzy (Kuchenkoller). 1986

raphers represented here have achieved. In compensation it allows the

inclusion of pictures that amplify our image of domestic experience,

although the photographer's main concerns may be peripheral to the pres

ent theme. The survey also permits an experimental search for

points of contact among varieties of photographic work that

generally have been segregated one from another. For the sake

of coherence, however, only American work has been included.

Among the resulting omissions, perhaps the most regrettable is

the work of the Germans Bernhard and Anna Blume, in which

inanimate household objects take revenge on their terrified

masters (ill. 7).

When compared with the poetry of Eggleston's distilled

vernacular, much of the other work collected here seems to

speak the voluble prose of the documentary tradition. Readers

consequently may be tempted to approach these works of art as

if they were illustrations to a sociological report. The tempta

tion should be resisted.

The pictures contain plenty of evidence of what anthro

pologists call material culture — what people own, how they

dress, the stuff they hang on their walls or pile up on their

desks. And perhaps social psychologists will find meaningful

clues to patterns of behavior: among children, between chil

dren and adults, among adults. But a great deal is missing.

Racially, ethnically, and economically the pictures are far from

representative of contemporary America. Absent also are the

journalistic favorites of domestic trouble — homelessness, drug

abuse, child abuse, violence.

The photographers represented here have worked not as

members of an FSA-like team but as independent artists, most of them

unaware of most of the others. Inevitably and quite deliberately this survey

assigns a level of generality to the pictures it includes that was not, or not

necessarily, intended by their makers. But that generality should not be

construed as an image of ordinary domestic life in America, for there is no

single ordinary life in America any more than every member of the family

of man is the same as all others. What is ordinary depends upon who is

speaking, and that is the point. What most of these artists share (and what

separates them from journalists and sociologists) is that what they photo

graph is ordinary to them. In this sense (although not in others) many of

the pictures here might be classified as unusually interesting snapshots.

Artists, especially if one excludes propaganda artists, are per

petually open to the charge of irrelevance. In the early 1950s Henri

Cartier-Bresson complained of the landscape school led by Edward Weston

and Ansel Adams, "Now, in this moment, this crisis, with the world maybe

going to pieces— to photograph a landscape!"4 The world is still going to

12 pieces, and it is difficult to dispute the claim that there are more important



subjects for photography than the home life of more or less comfortable

Americans. It might be added that most of the work here was made in the

decade of Ronald Reagan, who thrived on and seemed to mirror the self-

absorption of the nation. With stunning ease, Reagan persuaded a majority

of the most prosperous people in the history of the planet that they were

being cheated. Against this background it may well seem that the pho

tographs collected here constitute a massive exercise in yuppie navel-gazing.

But perhaps such a judgment is too sweeping. To the extent that this

work represents a withdrawal from the world's conspicuous problems (and

from the broad audience that might be expected to hold concern about

them) it merely joins the main stream of American photography since the

1960s. Life magazine has been reborn but it and other vehicles of mass cir

culation contain little that might coax the involvement of our best

photographers. This does not mean that wariness of the public forum

inevitably has entailed indifference to public issues. Beginning with Robert

Adams a quarter-century ago, for example, a growing number of talented

photographers have addressed our use and abuse of the land. But their

work has appeared on the wall of the gallery and museum or in the modest

book, not in the magazine. For a generation or more in American photog

raphy, to deal seriously with a subject and to influence a large audience

have been, with notably few exceptions, mutually exclusive goals.

What the magazines (and television) did for photography, Reagan

(and others) may have done for politics. Although Vietnam and Watergate

are cited routinely as distressing symptoms of moral decay, the resolution

of these crises credits the late 1960s and early 1970s with a reassuring if less

than triumphant exercise of political protest and democratic process. But

as Reagan, then Bush, strode through the 1980s, showering ridicule on the

hapless Mondale and Dukakis, it became all too reasonable to conclude

that moral conviction and political effectiveness, at least on a national

scale, had parted company forever.

If there is any truth in these partisan simplifications, then perhaps an

effort to get one's own house in order, or at least to see it clearly, will seem

less a withdrawal from responsibility than an expression of sanity.

Alternatively, there is room to argue that domestic life is a subject

of broad importance. In the 1980s the political right and left rediscovered

the bitterness of their mutual antipathy, nowhere more deeply than in their

shared conviction that the home is a major battleground of social struggle.

Some on the left might explain the joining of this battle as a defense of the

private sphere against the intrusive strictures that the right sought to

impose. (The debate over abortion has been framed in just this way.) But

quite on its own the left has identified domestic life as an issue of public

concern. As feminists made gains toward equal pay for equal work, for

example, they also saw that a change in paychecks was not necessarily

accompanied by a change in assumptions about who does the housework.

From this point of view, to focus on the home may be to get at the heart of

the matter.



Nevertheless, many of the photographers here would disclaim such a

grand interpretation of their motives. Many began to photograph at home

not because it was important, in the sense that political issues are impor

tant, but because it was there — the one place that is easier to get to than the

street. After they had worked for a while, many also recognized that the

overlooked opportunity was also a rich one, full of uncharted mysteries. By

then it was too late to adopt the more detached viewpoint of the social critic.

Sheron Rupp, who made the pictures on page 54, explained in a recent let

ter, "I've grown bored with the obvious photograph and find myself

excited with seeing the more subtle turnings and events in everyday life."

When he began to make sculpture around 1970, Joel Shapiro

encountered an austere artistic landscape. The reductive project of

Minimal art had created a forbidding tabula rasa. But it had also cleared a

path to the immediate, the modest, the personal. Later Shapiro thought

back to 1973: "My marriage had broken up, I moved out of the house, my

wife and I had really no communication and we had a child. Imagery had

begun to interest me and I gravitated toward it." He made a horse, then

he made a house (ill. 8). Once the house had insinuated itself into

Shapiro's work, he found it difficult to dislodge. "I sensed that the house

was a metaphor for my past or for experience digested.'"5

8. JOEL SHAPIRO

Untitled. 1973-74

14

In the MID-1970S American photography, after decades of profligate

vitality, began to lose momentum. Young photographers of talent contin

ued to appear, among them Jan Groover and Nicholas Nixon. So different

is the work of these two, however, that to name them together is to

acknowledge in the same breath the absence of a commanding imperative.

By the early 1980s some critics were claiming that a new imperative had

emerged and that its first order of business was to

cast the modern tradition of photography on the

junk heap of history, where it might be admired

but must be regarded as dead. Collected under

the banner of "postmodernism," the artists

whose work was said to embody this new out

look — Cindy Sherman, Barbara Kruger, and

others — agreed that photography in the mass

media was thoroughly rotten. But, instead of

seeking to reclaim photography from its degraded

state, they proposed to answer back in the same

overheated language, turning the arsenal of media

culture upon itself (ill. 9). For decades advanced

photographers had defined their ambitions in

opposition to the cheap tricks of the mass media;

now a new generation appropriated those tricks

as the essential vocabulary of a new art. There

were precedents for this strategy, notably in the art of Andy Warhol, but

the best of the new work was both original and persuasive.

Such a summary of the postmodernist enterprise is an oversimplifi-



cation, but it helps to suggest why many adherents of photographic tradi

tion felt baffled or defensive in response to the new work, and why

apologists for the new work

considered photography's prior

achievements irrelevant. This cli

mate of mutual alienation was

exacerbated by the thorough

success of postmodernist pho

tography in the art world, which

previously had admitted photog

raphy grudgingly if at all. In a

few years Cindy Sherman, who

admirably declined to issue a

manifesto, accomplished what

Alfred Stieglitz had failed to

achieve in a lifetime of earnest

propaganda: a photographer was acclaimed as an artist.

Thanks in part to the worldly success of postmodernist photography,

the artistic experiment soon was encircled by a strident brand of rhetoric,

which insisted on an absolute polarity between the postmodernist triumph

and the pathetic residue of modernism. This rhetoric tended to poison the

interpretation of contemporary photography generally by focusing critical

inquiry on the question of whether a given artist did or did not belong on

the bandwagon. It also tended to diminish the work it sought to celebrate,

by narrowing it to an illustration of theory. To move beyond this rhetoric

and the divisiveness it fed thus may be to see all varieties of current pho

tography more clearly. Now, a decade later, perhaps this is possible.

One of the central tenets of the postmodernist creed is that the

impersonal stereotypes of the media have saturated personal behavior, that

the anonymous, corporate "they" reaches out to touch the most intimate

"you." The case has been overstated by those critics who stake the original

ity and authenticity of their theories on the claim that media culture has

robbed experience of originality and authenticity. Still, there was a point to

be made. For artists, stalking the cliches of advertising and the movies

often has meant following them into the home; although by definition the

imagery of postmodernist photography is drawn from the public sphere,

its themes not infrequently are domestic. Thus it is that the beleaguered

modernist tradition, in its aim to clarify personal experience, and the post

modernist juggernaut, eager to unmask Big Brother, meet (of all places) in

the kitchen. The messages that they bring there may not be the same, but

that is what makes for a lively conversation.

It is true that Sherman's catalog of female roles is powerful social crit

icism and that by playing all of them herself she calls attention to the

malleability of our selves. It is also true that Sherman's pictures are exciting

to look at and, in a thoroughly old-fashioned sense, poignant. A generation

earlier Warhol had celebrated the completeness with which the persona can

9. BARBARA KRUGER

Untitled. 1987

15



swallow up the person. Sherman shifted the emphasis, making us feel the

predicament of the individual within the role. The best of her work is not

only intelligent but deep, and like all good art it invites and rewards com

parison with other art. If her brilliant recapitulation of social cliches makes

it easier to recognize that Eggleston's little girl is trapped in one (page 48),

perhaps the moving intimacy of Eggleston's diary will encourage us to take

to heart Sherman s young woman who lies on the kitchen floor dreaming

of a better life (page 87).

Another central tenet of postmodernism is that photographs are not

natural truths but man-made fictions, whose mechanisms can be exposed.

The proposition came as no surprise to photographers; indeed from the

1960s onward American photography has been rife with evidence, from

subtle clues to bald pronouncements, of its own artificiality. While Ed

Ruscha and Ken Josephson, William Wegman and Robert Cumming

patiently dismantled the modest pretensions of the flat-footed photo

graphic record, Winogrand and Friedlander gleefully infected the sober

documentary style with the germ of comic improbability. By the mid-1970s

a strain of self-reflexive hyperbole was in the bloodstream of straight pho-

tography, and it continued to nourish new arrivals.

Between 1979 and 1983 Mary Frey made a series of black-and-white

photographs of home life titled "Domestic Rituals" (pages 52, 63). Like

many of her contemporaries Frey exchanged the ubiquitous 35mm for a

larger camera, thus achieving sharper detail and so raising (or recapturing)

the standard of descriptive precision that lies at the heart of the documen

tary tradition. In 1984 Frey began working in color, further enriching the

descriptive vocabulary; in this respect, too, her work was representative of

a broad trend in advanced photography. In her new color series, "Real Life

Dramas, Frey captioned her pictures with bouquets of pop psychology,

which read like (and occasionally actually are) passages from pulp romances.

Under a picture of a middle-aged woman whose task of cleaning the kitchen

floor seems to have been interrupted by a sudden thought, the caption reads,

"She quickened with the realization that things would never be the same"

(page 95). Frey's captions abruptly pull the rug of realism out from under the

pictures and simultaneously charge them with narrative implication.

Around 1979 Philip-Lorca diCorcia had begun a series of photographs,

also domestic in setting, although generally limited to a single protagonist

and often rather more ominous in mood. While Frey's oddball captions

instantly derail the gullible viewer, diCorcia's pictures present no such

device. But after looking at a few of them the viewer develops the vaguely

troubling impression that the artist has tampered with the unspoken con

tract between documentary photography and its audience. The impression

is encouraged by the stylistic sophistication of the pictures, which are lit

and framed with the skill of a master cinematographer. As it turns out, all

of the pictures are stage-managed, in degrees ranging from the trivial to the

elaborate. What makes diCorcia's work powerful (and original) is that the

contaminant of fiction, instead of causing us to reject the picture as false,

draws us further into its drama. As a thirtysomething guy peers into his



refrigerator at night, we see not a banal search for a snack but a man con

fronting the chaos and dissolution of his life (page 30).

Between the implied sincerity of the documentary idiom and the

unapologetic fictions of popular culture, Frey and diCorcia, following dif

ferent routes, discovered a twilight zone where the unexploded bomb of

psychological narrative incessantly ticks. Pictures here by Gregory

Crewdson (pages 31, 34), Carrie Mae Weems (pages 32, 89), and Nic Nicosia

(page 58) suggest the enthusiasm with which photographers have explored

that zone recently. But its boundaries are not infinitely broad, and to stay

within them is to achieve a delicate balance. In their zeal to embrace the

new god of fiction, many photographers have forfeited the viewer's partial

but essential suspension of disbelief. The labored crudeness of such work is

doubly, if unintentionally, instructive. First, it reminds us that Cindy

Sherman's critique of movie cliches is effective only because she preserves

their seductiveness. Second, and perhaps more profoundly, it invites us to

appreciate again (some of us for the first time) the precision with which

photographers who remain loyal to the documentary tradition have tuned

their fictional realities. Sage Sohier (page 53) and Tina Barney (page 49),

Joel Sternfeld (page 49) and Joan Albert (page 99) present their subjects

not as desiccated specimens trapped in a case, but as characters brought to

this point by the complex plot of experience.

As THE EDIFICE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC TRUTH CRUMBLED a few observers

solemnly applauded, as if a dangerous criminal had been brought to jus

tice. Everyone else enjoyed a few good laughs, and then a few more. As the

recognition that photography's hold on reality was highly unstable

spawned a new family of pictures, it also inspired new ways of looking at

old pictures. In 1973, by the simple trick of unmooring news photos from

their captions, John Szarkowski demonstrated that the link between photo

graphic fact and narrative interpretation is highly elastic. Szarkowski's

From the Picture Press was soon followed by Mike Mandel's and Larry

Sultan's Evidence (1977), and then still other related efforts, each in turn

invading, dissecting, and lampooning a different classification of photogra

phy's vast archive.6

In the 1980s the most diligent and imaginative contributor to this

genre has been Marvin Heiferman. Beginning with Still Life (a collection of

movie-promotion photographs edited with Diane Keaton in 1983) and

most recently in I'm So Happy (a fairytale of ascending prosperity edited

with Carole Kismaric in 1990 from the files of advertising and stock-photo

agencies) Heiferman has reveled in the overabundant, overdetermined

dreamland of commercial photographic artifice (ill. 10).

Shooting down the American Dream has become easier than shoot

ing fish in a barrel, and a lot more common. But in its flagrant excess Em

So Happy touches a nerve. As we recoil from the shallow fictions of mate

rial success and domestic bliss, we are invited to recognize that they are our

own: we are forever wanting things to get better and better, even expecting

that they will.



What happens when they do? In the spirit of Professor Irwin Corey,

Vm So Happy has conjured up the question to which the pictures collected

here provide an answer.

10. Two pages from the book I'm So Happy, by

Marvin Heiferman and Carole Kismaric (1990)

In I'm So Happy the spiral of rising expectations originates in the

1950s. In choosing the postwar years as the ground-zero upon which our

current predicament has been built, the book endorses a widespread con

sensus. Laurie Simmons (page 72) and others who take aim at domestic

conventions often look back, as if to get at the root of the problem; but

rarely do they look back further than the 1950s.

The horizon of our domestic history is not

distant.

When the subject is the home, the decade

that gave us Father Knows Best and Leave it to

Beaver (and the rest of the usual suspects)

remains the decade we love to love and love to

hate. The cookie-cutter blandness of suburbia

was denounced as soon as it appeared, and the

repressions and exclusions that lay beneath the

ideal of family harmony have been pilloried

relentlessly. For nearly a generation, in sitcoms

such as All in the Family, or in the self-

immolation of the Loud family, or in more

conventional documentaries, television itself has eagerly if not always can

didly embraced the crumbling of the postwar domestic myth.

Photography also has played a substantial role in this process of

demolition, nowhere more vividly than in the work of Diane Arbus. The

power of Arbus's pictures lies not in her proof that society's outcasts exist

but in the persuasiveness of her conviction — even awe— that they possess

an authenticity of character that is impossible to achieve within the polite

evasions of convention. Perhaps that is too pat, perhaps Arbus found out

siders mysterious and compelling partly because she found them

horrifying. But when, rarely, she photographed her own world, the world

in which she had grown up, she found it merely horrifying (ill. 11).

Directed at the suburban family, Arbus's gaze is withering. That was

more than two decades ago, and we have not lowered our guard against the

duplicities of white-bread normalcy. So readily does our collective knee

jerk to kick away the pretensions of the 1950s, that it seems almost brave of

Nicholas Nixon to admit that his nuclear family is a happy one (pages

43, 80-81).

Our preoccupation with the 1950s has special meaning to children of

the Baby Boom, for whom the fortunes of postwar domestic mores are the

stories of their lives. The point is particularly relevant to the work of Anne

Turyn (page 46), Larry Sultan (pages 106-7), Neil Winokur (pages 110-11),

and Lorie Novak (page 115), each of whom has reexamined, reinvented, or

otherwise revisited the family past. The interplay of social and personal

history is an essential element in this work, and it yields a complex tension



between irony and nostalgia. That tension is present also in the suburban

elegies of Ken Botto (page 85) and James Casebere (page 88), and in the

way that the sylvan hideaway of Ellen Brooks evokes both the peril and the

enchantment of a tale by the brothers Grimm (page 29).

One reason the baby boomers may be interested in their child

hoods is that they themselves have reached the age of parenthood. Many

have children of their own, which doubtless is partly why children play an

important role in the pictures collected here. But that role is reasonable in

any case, not because children figure prominently in every home, but

because the home figures so prominently in the life of every child.

Like Robert Coles, and perhaps partly thanks to him, the photogra

phers here have paid attention to children. They have recognized in

childhood the drama and complexity of adult life, without transforming it

into a version of adult life. Essential to this achievement is a talent for

adopting the viewpoint of the child —literally, as in Abelardo Morelfs por

trait of his son (page 76), or metaphorically, as in Melissa Ann Pinney's

picture of a girl who savors the secret she has not yet shared, and perhaps

will not share, with her affectionate mother (page 79). In Wolf Von dem

Bussche's photograph a seven-week-old baby knows that his bath holds

certain death (page 76).

Since Freud (at least) we have known that the garden of childhood

innocence is also the scene of a crime. The work assembled

in this book is impressive for its candor on this point, and

for the subtlety with which it explores the depth of child

hood feeling. There is an affinity here with the mute gravity

of Robert Gober's household sculptures, especially his

X Playpen (ill. 12). The playpen is at once reassuring: solid,

handmade, familiar; and terrifying: the embodiment of

unanswered wants and fears. I think also of Mike Kelley's

sculptures made of stuffed animals, which often show signs

of prior use and neglect (ill. 13). Like children themselves

Kelley invests the toys with personalities and stories, not all

of them sweet, excavating the heart-wrenching battlefield of

childhood that later we bury under a thick blanket of

sentimentality.

The project of emotional archaeology that Kelley and

Gober share with many photographers is shared also by

Mary Gaitskill in her recent novel Two Girls, Fat and Thin.

The fat girl tells the story:

Whenever I think of the house I grew up in, in Painesville, Pennsylvania, I

think of the entire structure enveloped by, oppressed by, and exuding a dark,

dank purple. Even when I dont think of it, it lurks in miniature form, a

malignant doll house, tumbling weightless through the horror movie of my

subconscious, waiting to tumble into conscious thought and sit there exuding

darkness.

Objectively it was a nice little house. It was a good size for three people;

11. DIANE ARBUS

A Family on Their Lawn One Sunday in

Westchester, New York. 1968
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it had a slanting roof, cunning shutters, lovable old door knobs that came off

in your hands, a breakfast nook, an ache of dingy carpets and faded wall

paper. It was our fifth house, the one we collapsed in after a series of frantic

moves which were the result of my father's belief that wherever he lived was

hell.8

Gaitskill makes good on the intimation of evil; the fat girl's father will have

sex with her, and the thin one, too, will be abused. But that is only half of

it. The inexorable logic of Gaitskill's story is that the wound of sexual

abuse, deep as it is, is of a piece with the traumas the two girls suffer daily

not only from adults but also— especially —from their peers.

12. ROBERT GOBER

X Playpen. 1987
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Familiar though it now is, the dark side of domestic life remains an

essential theme. As he sought to re-create for painting its abandoned

psycho-theater of domestic drama, Eric Fischl was drawn to the unmen

tionable; even his least provocative pictures are carnal, full of allusion to

unresolved desires (ill. 14). In David Lynch's film Blue Velvet (ill. 15) the

perverse evil of the villain is the distilled embodiment of forces that lurk

inarticulate in the young hero. Photographers rarely have attempted the

voyeuristic shock of Fischl and Fynch perhaps because in the frozen imme

diacy of still photography, shock too easily displaces deeper emotions. In

its original and most effective form — as a slide show with music — Nan

Goldin's The Ballad of Sexual Dependency weaves explicit documents of sex

and violence into a complex fabric.9 As still frames on the wall or in a book,

Goldin's pictures often are more compelling,

more representative of the Ballad as a whole,

r I when less explicit (page 86). For her essential

subject is not sex per se but the psychological

power of sexuality.

Taking stock of that power, Goldin tears the

flowered patterns that paper over the turmoil of

our domestic arrangements. But to read her

 u mm pn mmm 1 work as social criticism is to read only its sur

face. Nor does Goldin present herself as a
 EJmP* I nsS

moralist; for her as for the poet Czeslaw Milosz,

sexuality is neither good nor bad, it "neither

redeems nor condemns us, it just is."10 The equa

nimity of this outlook is characteristic of other

pictures here, too: of Judith Black's self-

portrait with her husband (page 88); of Tom

Bamberger's portrait of a mother and daughter

(page 99); of Sage Sohier's portrait of a mother, her son, and her son's

lover (page 93). Together these pictures seem to say that true tenderness

begins where sentimentality ends.

A
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Mary Gaitskill and Jane Smiley, Anne Tyler and Mary Robison

(there are many others, and a few men, too): it is difficult to avoid invoking



these writers of stories and novels, not merely because they are preoccu

pied with domestic experience but because the paths by which they

approach it have been traveled by photographers also.

Midway through Jane Smiley's novella The Age of Grief Dave Hurst,

father of three, a dentist married to a dentist, reflects: "There is a lot of chit

chat in the media about how things have changed since the 1950s and

1960s, but I think that is because nothing has really changed at all, except

the details."11 It is the author speaking, not so much to insist upon the

point as to remind us of her interest in what does not change, to protect

her story from the faddish concern of the newscaster. Smiley does not hide

from us the social and economic status of her characters, or pretend that it

has not molded them. But as she enters the home, a woman imagining her

self into the heart of a man, she leaves the abstractions of sociology behind.

The novella spans six weeks, toward the end of which two crises

merge to test, and delineate, the ties that bind. As Dave's wife,

Dana, struggles to resolve an affair, a debilitating flu virus lays low

each member of the family. At the story's close the affair and the

illness have passed, but the ending is not a happy one in the con

ventional sense:

Shall I say that I welcomed my wife back with great sadness, more

sadness than I had felt at any other time? It seems to me that

marriage is a small container, after all, barely large enough to hold

some children. Two inner lives, two lifelong meditations of what

ever complexity, burst out of it and out of it, cracking it,

deforming it. Or maybe it is not a thing at all, nothing, something

not present. I don't know, but I can't help thinking about it.12

Unlike Updike's Rabbit Angstrom, whose passage through

four decades assesses the state of a nation, Dave Hurst's passage

through six weeks assesses the state of a marriage. But it is the nar

rowness of scope that yields the aching intimacy of perspective.

For Smiley the depths of domestic experience can be charted only

from within.

In this respect and in others Smiley's story is like a photo

graphic story by Doug DuBois. In the spring of 1985 DuBois's

father fell from a commuter train. His severe injuries would

require a long and painful recovery, painful also for his wife and

children. On the last day of December DuBois's mother suffered a

nervous collapse, which kept her in the hospital for a month.

Through the breaking and mending of his family DuBois

photographed, eventually assembling a sequence of thirty-one

photographs. Like a well-crafted short story the sequence cannot be com

pressed, and the excerpts presented here lamentably are changed by being

lifted from the ebb and flow of the narrative (pages 64-65, 70, 96-97). But

the pictures here do suggest the welcome frankness that accompanies the

intimacy of the story. Remarkable is the completeness with which DuBois

has shed both the temptations of melodrama and the impulse to judge.

13. MIKE KELLEY

Fruit of Thy Loins. 1990
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The first-person voice of prose fiction places the narrator at the

center of the story, while photography generally requires that the photogra

pher be absent from his or her pictures. Writing about his story, DuBois

reminds us that this absence is only literal:

In my most intimate photographs there is a detachment that speaks of my

isolation. I no longer see my family as an assured source of comfort but as

part of the confusion of my adult life. In the conflict between intimacy and

detachment, I feel the loss of my childhood family.13

Of course things have changed since the 1950s and 1960s. One recent

statistic states that fifty-seven percent of all American high-school gradu

ates in 1990 went on to attend college.14 Other statistics chart the decline of

the traditional family—a husband who brings home the bacon, a wife who

stays home with the kids— to perhaps as few as one in four of all American

families.15 As our expectations continue to rise, the center continues not to

hold.

We have known for some time now that the center isn't holding, and

it no longer seems adequate merely to applaud or deplore the fact. Perhaps

we have learned to be skeptical of sweeping generalizations, especially

those that pass judgment on more than three-quarters of the population.

Perhaps it is more fruitful to consider particular cases. That seems to be the

14. eric fischl strategy of Mary Robison, whose stories and novels stick very close to

Master Bedroom (Her Master's Voice). 1983 home. Here is how she begins one story:

Stars were something, since Vd found out which was

which. I was smiling at Epsilon Lyrae through the

front windshield of my date's Honda Civic— my

date, a much older man who, I would've bet, had

washed his curly hair with Herbal Essence. Behind

us, in the little back seat, my date's friend was kiss

ing my mom.16

Robison doesn't shrink from the disintegration of

the family unit or from the omnipresence of con

sumer culture; she gives us both right off the bat. But

she doesn't let these inevitable themes keep her char

acters from gazing at and even learning about the

stars, and she doesn't laugh at them when they do,

even when what they learn doesn't solve all their

problems. Michael Almereyda, who directed a movie

( Twister) based on a Robison novel (Oh!), put his

finger on her achievement when he said that she managed to be ironic and

affectionate at the same time.

It is a compliment that many of the photographers here also deserve,

along with the acknowledgment that they, like Robison, have looked care

fully. Often in their pictures life is unresolved, under stress, a mess of one

sort or another; people are at loose ends, or awkward, or sad; very often

22 they are alone if not also lonely. But the photographer's affection is abiding.



In Susan Kandel's picture a father's embrace nearly crushes his son, while a

younger child lies unattended at the other end of the couch; but the

embrace without question is loving (page 56). Gregory Crewdson's view

from the bedroom window is deliciously creepy, a pastel

fake from edge to edge; but, for all that, it is beautiful (page

38). The man in JoAnn Verburg's picture, no longer young,

no longer slim, is greeted with her warm recognition that he

is just who he is (page 37). She does not ennoble him, she

appreciates him.

Still wary of the tidy plot of The Family of Man, find

ing irony a frequent necessity, the photographers assembled

here nevertheless are unwilling to submit wholly to its rule.

Eventually even the ironist must lay down the sword, go

home, and have dinner. At home the candidates for blame are

far fewer in number, and include oneself.

Books say: She did this because. Life says: She did this. Books are where *5- Kyle MacLachlan and Isabella Rosselhm

things are explained to you; life is where things aren't. I'm not surprised some in °avid Lynchs Bûe Velvet. 1986

people prefer books. Books make sense of life. The only problem is that the lives

they make sense of are other people's lives, never your own."

So complains the frustrated narrator of Julian Barnes's novel Flaubert's

Parrot. As if in answer to the complaint, Mary Robison, Raymond Carver,

and others have withheld the explanation, giving us only, "She did this."

The strategy has earned them the label "minimalist" and sometimes also

the objection that their stories are oblique, even opaque. At their best,

however, these writers have been rewarded by—have rewarded us with—

their confidence that our experience is entirely adequate to fill the gaps

they have so carefully left.

Photography is even more minimal, reducing "She did this" to "She

is this." It relies all the more deeply on the narratives we are able to imagine.

The pictures collected here are full of delight and dilemma for the eye and

the mind, full of wit and feeling, full of experience. But it would defeat them

to claim that they make sense of life. Photography isn't perfect, but then life

isn't either.
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ellen brooks. Front Entry. 1990
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philip-lorca dicorcia, Mario. 1979



WILLIAM EGGLESTON. Memphis, c. 1972

GREGORY CREWDSON

Untitled. 1988. from the series natural wonder



carrie mae weems. Untitled. 1990



thomas roma. Jack with Flashlight. 1990

CINDY SHERMAN

Untitled Film Still #10. 1978



nan GOLDIN. Teri Toye and Patrick Fox Reading Baudelaire, New York City. 1987

GREGORY CREWDSON. Untitled. 1988. FROM THE SERIES "NATURAL WONDER
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mary kocol. Christmas Window, Somerville, Massachusetts. 1989



PHILIP-LORCA DICORCIA. Mink. I99O



joann verburg. Untitled. 1989



GREGORY CREWDSON. Untitled. 1988. FROM THE SERIES "NATURAL WONDER



tina barney. Sunday New York Times. 1982
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joel sternfeld. Buckingham, Pennsylvania, august 1978



WILLIAM EGGLESTON. Untitled. 1983-86

NAN GOLDIN

The Parents' Wedding Photo, Swampscott, Massachusetts. 1985



Thomas roma. Janet Behind Screen Door. 1987



NICHOLAS NIXON

Sam and Clementine,

Cambridge. 1990

Clementine and Sam,

Cambridge. 1990



BRUCE CHARLESWORTH. Untitled. 1985. FROM THE SERIES "FATE"
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JO ANN callis. Woman Twirling. 1985
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peter brown. My Father Cleaning the Window. 1986

ANNE TURYN. Untitled. 1983. FROM THE SERIES "ILLUSTRATED MEMORIES"



william eggleston. Tallahatchie, Mississippi. January 1970



William eggleston. Tallahatchie, Mississippi. 1969—70
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JOEL STERNFELD

Canyon Country, California

june 1983

TINA BARNEY

Sheila and Moya. 1987



MARILYN NANCE. Al and Ali. 1981



GEOFFREY BIDDLE. Untitled. 1987

GEOFFREY BIDDLE. Untitled. 1982
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mary frey. Women and Children During Coffee Break, from the series "domestic rituals." 1979-83
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MARY BERRIDGE. Untitled. 1990. FROM THE SERIES "TEEN-AGE MOTHERS

sage sohier. Berkeley, California. 1987
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sheron rupp. Florence, Massachusetts. 1989

sheron rupp. Hillsboro, New Hampshire. 1985



MARY FREY. UNTITLED, FROM THE SERIES "REAL LIFE DRAMAS." 1984-87
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susan kandel. Untitled. 1984

GEOFFREY BIDDLE. Untitled. 1988
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gabrielle russomagno. Jackie and Diana. 1989



NIC Nicosia. Real Pictures #11. 1988



Andrew brilliant. Nina Flying. 1986

lee friedlander. Anna and Luke. 1971
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jo ANN Walters. Suzanne, Alan, Benjamin, and Joshua Frishman, Guilford, Connecticut. 1987



TINA BARNEY. The Landscape. 1988
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henry wessel. Rules Concerning Homework. 1986
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JOAN albert. Nathan in His Room. 1982

mary frey. Girls Applying Mascara, from the series "domestic rituals." 1979~83



DOUG DUBOIS. My Brother Luke, Christmas Eve. 1985



doug Dubois. Luke, London. 1989
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SALLY MANN. FROM THE SERIES

AT TWELVE, PORTRAITS OF YOUNG GIRLS." 1982



JOAN ALBERT

Dorothea and Luis. December 1984

jock sturges. Untitled. 1984



ADRIENNE SALINGER

Colleen B. 1990

FROM THE SERIES "TEEN-AGERS IN THEIR BEDROOMS"

JOEL STERNFELD

Investment Banker at Home,

Malibu, California, august 1989



joel sternfeld. Attorney at Home, Malibu, California, august 1989



doug Dubois. My Sister Use, Christmas Eve. 1984



jill graham. Susan and. John, Ski Weekend, Stratton, Vermont. 1990

POK chi lau. Teen-agers Room, Johnson County, Kansas. 1984



laurie simmons. Coral Living Room with Lilies. 1983



frank majore. Interior. 1989



MAUDE SCHUYLER clay. Sarah Cross. 198O



william eggleston. Sumner, Mississippi, c. 1972



abelardo morell. Brady Sitting. 1989

wolf von dem bussche. Nicholas Taking a Bath, Age Seven Weeks. 1971



judith black. Dylan. 1989



philip-lorca dicorcia. Brian. 1988
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peter brown. Aki Climbing. 1985

MELISSA ANN PINNEY

Mother and Daughter, Halloween. 1988

FROM THE SERIES "FEMININE IDENTITY"





Sam, Bebe, and Clementine, Cambridge. 1990

NICHOLAS NIXON

Sam and Clementine, Cambridge. 1990

Sam and Clementine, Battle Creek, Michigan. 1990
81



CINDY SHERMAN. Untitled Film Still #14. 1978

lee friedlander. Santa Barbara. 1984



sage sohier. Washington, D.C. 1980



philip-lorca dicorcia. Mary and Babe. 1982

84



philip-lorca dicorcia. Sergio and Totti. 1985

ken botto. Fort Winnebago. 1986



nan goldin. Nan and Brian in Bed, New York City. 1983

86



CINDY SHERMAN. UNTITLED. 1981

Stephen shore. Michael and Sandy Marsh, Amarillo, Texas. 1974



judith black. Self-Portrait with Rob. june 18,1983

james casebere. Subdivision with Spotlight. 1982



CARRIE MAE WEEMS. Untitled. 1990



NH

philip-lorca dicorcia. Mario. 1981



nan goldin. Tom Napping, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 1989

WILLIAM EGGLESTON. Untitled. C. 1972

91



NICHOLAS AFRICANO

Untitled. 1981

FROM THE THREE-PART SERIES "GLENN JOHNSON"

Til i.k* ft, We h»4 « n,ce cj.Vtner. WU
*<�<* > K. f,rr-
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marvin RHODES. Johnson and Family. 1985



sage sohier. Gordon and Jim, with Gordon's Mother Margot, San Diego, California. 1987



larry sultan. My Father's Desk. 1987. from the series "pictures FROM HOME



She quickened with the realization
that things would never be the same.

MARY FREY. UNTITLED, FROM THE SERIES "REAL LIFE DRAMAS." 1984-87

95



doug Dubois. My Mother, Christmas Day. 1985

DOUG Dubois. My Father, Christmas Eve. 1985



DOUG DUBOIS. JANUARY 1987

97



Robert adams. Summer Nights #18. 1985



JOAN ALBERT

Robin and Ben. may 1984

TOM BAMBERGER

Untitled. 1984



eileen cowin. Untitled. 1985

DAVID GOLDES. My Father. 1988



lee friedlander. Nesuhi and Leyla Ertegun. 1988



DAVID PRIFTI. Nora. 1985



jill graham. Dad, the Coffee Shop, New York, New York. 1990

JOHN PINDERHUGHES

Gum Gum. 1989

103



melissa ann pinney. Marcy's Baby Shower. 1989. from the series "feminine identity



JONI STERNBACH. UNTITLED, FROM THE SERIES "SOMETHING BETWEEN THE TWO OF THEM." 1983-87



LARRY SULTAN. FROM THE SERIES "PICTURES FROM HOME." 1983-91





larry fink. Family. 1972



lee friedlander. Fort Lee, New Jersey. 198 4

sage sohier. Brookline, Massachusetts. 1983

109
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day id goldes. Joseph at Three Months. 1990

ALBERT CHONG. The Two Sisters. 1987



kathy o'connor. Untitled. 1989



joann verburg. First Day Back in Spoleto (Henkel's Photo). 1988



lorie novak. Fragments. 1987



List
Pictures
The pictures are listed alphabetically by artist and, under

each artist, by page number. All of the artists are citizens

of the United States. Unless otherwise noted, a given

picture has been provided by the artist.



Robert Adams

BORN 1937

PAGE 98:

Summer Nights #18. 1985

Gelatin-silver print

15 78 x i415/i6 in. (38.4 x 38 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

Gift of Jeffrey Fraenkel

Nicholas Africano

BORN 1948

PAGE 92:

Untitled. 1981. From the three-part series "Glenn Johnson"

Gelatin-silver print with hand-applied acrylic paint

73/ 4 x 7V4 in. (19.7 x 19.7 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

Gift of Holly Solomon Gallery

page 49:

Sheila and Moya. 1987

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

30 x 40 in. (76.2 x 101.6 cm)

Courtesy of Janet Borden, Inc., New York

page 61:

The Landscape. 1988

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

463/s x 59 in. (117.8 x 149 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

E. T. Harmax Foundation Fund

Mary Berridge

BORN 1964

PAGE 53:

Untitled. 1990. From the series "Teen-age Mothers"

Gelatin -silver print

1211/ 16 x 15 "/16 in. (32.2 x 39.8 cm)

Joan Albert

BORN 1943

PAGE 63:

Nathan in His Room. 1982

Gelatin-silver print

85/s x ii3/i6 in. (21.9 x 28.4 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

The Family of Man Fund

page 67:

Dorothea and Luis. December 1984

Gelatin -silver print

872 x 1174 in. (21.6 x 28.6 cm)

PAGE 99:

Robin and Ben. May 1984

Gelatin-silver print

117§ x 87 16 in. (28.2 x 21.7 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

Purchase

Geoffrey Biddle

BORN 1950

PAGE 51:

Untitled. 1982

Gelatin-silver print

12 7 16 x 8 in. (30.6 x 20.3 cm)

PAGE 51:

Untitled. 1987

Gelatin-silver print

12 7 16 x 8 in. (30.6 x 20.3 cm)

PAGE 56:

Untitled. 1988

Gelatin-silver print

8 x 12 in. (20.3 x 30.5 cm)

Judith Black

BORN 1945

Tom Bamberger

BORN 1948

PAGE 99:

Untitled. 1984

Gelatin-silver print

215/ 8 x 3274 in. (54.8 x 81.9 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

The Family of Man Fund

Tina Barney

BORN 1945

PAGE 39:

Sunday New York Times. 1982

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

4772 x 607/8 in. (120.7 x 154.8 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

Anonymous gift

page 77:

Dylan. 1989

Gelatin-silver print

i2u/ 16 x 1674 in. (32.2 x 41.5 cm)

page 88:

Self-Portrait with Rob. June 18, 1983

Gelatin -silver print

i25/s x 165/ 16 in. (32 x 41.5 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

The Family of Man Fund

Ken Botto

BORN 1937

PAGE 85:

Fort Winnebago. 1986

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

15V16 x 2374 in. (39.2 x 59 cm)
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Andrew Brilliant

BORN 1952

Albert Chong

BORN JAMAICA, 1958

PAGE 59:

Nina Flying. 1986

Gelatin-silver print

11 'A x 1613/ is in. (28.5 x 42.7 cm)

PAGE 112:

The Two Sisters. 1987

Gelatin-silver print

377/i6 x 287 16 in. (95 x 72.6 cm)

Ellen Brooks

BORN 1946

PAGE 29:

Front Entry. 1990

Silver-dye-bleach print (Cibachrome)

54 'A x 467s in. (137.7 x 119 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

The Fellows of Photography Fund

Maude Schuyler Clay

BORN I953

PAGE 74:

Sarah Cross. 1980

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

14 x 14 in. (35.6 x 35.6 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

Gift of the photographer

Peter Brown

BORN 1948

PAGE 46:

My Father Cleaning the Window. 1986

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

127s x 187s in. (32 x 48 cm)

PAGE 79:

Aki Climbing. 1985

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

I4'7i6 x I4'7i6 in. (38 X38 cm)

Jo Ann Callis

BORN 1940

PAGE 45:

Woman Twirling. 1985

Silver- dye-bleach print (Cibachrome)

2974 x 36 V2 in. (74.3 x 92.6 cm)

Courtesy of the artist and Dorothy Goldeen Gallery,

Santa Monica, California

James Casebere

BORN 1953

PAGE 88:

Subdivision with Spotlight. 1982

Gelatin-silver print

i4'7i6 x 1815/ 16 in. (37.6 x 48.1 cm)

Courtesy of the artist and Michael Klein, Inc., New York

Eileen Cowin

BORN 1947

PAGE 100:

Untitled. 1985

Gelatin -silver print

357s x 4574 in. (91 x 116.1 cm)

Courtesy of Jayne H. Baum Gallery, New York

Gregory Crewdson

BORN 1962

PAGE 31:

Untitled. 1988. From the series "Natural Wonder

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

15 x i87i6 in. (38.1 x 47.1 cm)

PAGE 34:

Untitled. 1988. From the series "Natural Wonder

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

13 x 19 in. (33 x 48.2 cm)

page 38:

Untitled. 1988. From the series "Natural Wonder

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

267s x 3774 in. (67 x 95.9 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

Purchased as the gift of Barbara Jakobson

Philip-Lorca diCorcia

BORN 1953

Bruce Charlesworth

BORN I95O

PAGE 44:

Untitled. 1985. From the series "Fate"

Silver-dye-bleach print (Cibachrome)

23 x 23 in. (58.4 x 58.4 cm)

Courtesy of Jayne H. Baum Gallery, New York

page 30:

Mario. 1979

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

157s x 23 in. (40.4 x 58.5 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

Purchased with funds given anonymously

page 36:

Mink. 1990

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

1574 x 2274 in. (40 x 57.8 cm)



PAGE 78:

Brian. 1988

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

167/ 16 x 23V16 in. (41.7 x 58.6 cm)

page 84:

Mary and Babe. 1982

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

173/ s x 2374 in. (44.1 x 59 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

Purchased as the gift of Harriette and Noel Levine

page 85:

Sergio and Totti. 1985

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

15V16 x 237 16 in. (38.2 x 58.6 cm)

page 90:

Mario. 1981

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

173/ s x 2374 in. (44.1 x 59 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

Purchased as the gift of Harriette and Noel Levine

Doug DuBois

BORN i960

PAGE 64:

My Brother Luke, Christmas Eve. 1985

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

225/ 8 x 153/ 8 in. (57.4 x 38.6 cm)

PAGE 65:

Luke. 1989

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

229/ 16 x I413/i6 in. (57.3 x 37.6 cm)

PAGE 65:

Luke, London. 1989

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

229/ 16 x i43/4 in. (57.3 x 37.4 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

E. T. Harmax Foundation Fund

page 70:

My Sister Lise, Christmas Eve. 1984

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

i53/i6 x 22T2 in. (38.5 x 57.1 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

Purchase

page 96:

My Mother, Christmas Day. 1985

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

153/ 16 x 226/ 16 in. (38.5 x 56.9 cm)

PAGE 96:

My Father, Christmas Eve. 1985

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

i53/i6 x 227/ 16 in. (38.5 x 57 cm)

PAGE 97:

January 1987

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

i55/i6 x 225A in. (38.8 x 57.5 cm)

William Eggleston

BORN 1939

PAGE 31:

Memphis, c. 1972

Dye-transfer print

i33/i6 x 203/s in. (33.5 x 51.8 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

Purchased as the gift of the John E. Galvin Charitable Trust

on behalf of the Crouse Family

page 41:

Untitled. 1983-86

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

18 x 12 in. (45.7 x 30.5 cm)

Courtesy of Marie Martin Fine Art Photographs,

Chevy Chase, Maryland

PAGE 47:

Tallahatchie, Mississippi. January 1970

Dye-transfer print

9 x i37/i6 in. (22.9 x 34.2 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Purchase

page 48:

Tallahatchie, Mississippi. 1969-70

Dye-transfer print

87s x iy/2 in. (22.6 x 34.2 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Purchase

page 75:

Sumner, Mississippi, c. 1972

Dye-transfer print

135/ s x 20 13/i6 in. (34.5 x 52.7 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

Purchased as the gift of the John E. Galvin Charitable Trusi

on behalf of the Crouse Family

page 91:

Untitled, c. 1972

Dye-transfer print

13 x 197s in. (33.1 x 48.5 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

Gilman Foundation Fund

Larry Fink

BORN I94I

PAGE 108:

Family. 1972

Gelatin-silver print

143/ 4 x i43/4 in. (37.5 x 37.5 cm)

Mary Frey

BORN 1948

PAGE 52:

Women and Children During Coffee Break,

from the series "Domestic Rituals." 1979-83

Gelatin-silver print

i43/i6 x i715/i6 in. (36 x 45.5 cm)
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Mary Frey

CONTINUED

PAGE 55:

Untitled, from the series "Real Life Dramas." 1984-87

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

Image: 14V16 x 17'A in. (35.7 x 43.8 cm)

Work: 24 x 20 in. (61 x 50.8 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

Gift of the photographer

page 63:

Girls Applying Mascara,

from the series "Domestic Rituals." 1979-83

Gelatin-silver print

jr' 143/ 16 x i77/s in. (36 x 45.4 cm)

PAGE 95:

Untitled, from the series "Real Life Dramas." 1984-87

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

Image: 1474 x 17 in. (36.1 x 43.2 cm).

Work: 24 x 20 in. (61 x 50.8 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

Robert and Joyce Menschel Fund

Lee Friedlander

BORN I934

PAGE 59:

Anna and Luke. 1971

Gelatin-silver print

772 x 1T/4 in. (19.1 x 28.5 cm)

page 82:

Santa Barbara. 1984

Gelatin-silver print

89/ 16 x 1272 in. (21.8 x 32.4 cm)

page 101:

Nesuhi and Leyla Ertegun. 1988

Gelatin-silver print

8 x 12 in. (20.3 x 30.5 cm)

page 109:

Fort Lee, New Jersey. 1984

Gelatin-silver print

85/s x 1213/ 16 in. (21.9 x 32.5 cm)

Nan Goldin

BORN 1953

All works courtesy of Pace/MacGill Gallery, New York

page 34:

Teri Toye and Patrick Fox Reading Baudelaire, New York

City. 1987

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

15 74 x 2314/i6 in. (38.7 x 59 cm)

PAGE 41:

The Parents' Wedding Photo, Swampscott, Massachusetts. 1985

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

1574 x 2374 in. (38.7 x 59 cm)

page 86:

Nan and Brian in Bed, New York City. 1983

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

15 74 x 23 74 in. (38.7 x 59 cm)

PAGE 91:

Tom Napping, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 1989

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

1574 x 2374 in. (38.7 x 59 cm)

Jill Graham

BORN 1963

PAGE 71:

Susan and John, Ski Weekend, Stratton, Vermont. 1990

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

2374 X34n/i6 in. (59 x 88.1 cm)

PAGE IO3:

Dad, the Coffee Shop, New York, New York. 1990

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

2374 x 34n/i6 in. (59 x 88.1 cm)

Susan Kandel

BORN 1949

PAGE 56:

Untitled. 1984

Gelatin-silver print

715/ 16 x n7/s in. (20 x 30.1 cm)

David Goldes

BORN 1947

PAGE 100:

My Father. 1988

Gelatin-silver print

22 716 x 18 78 in. (56 x 46 cm)

PAGE 112:

Joseph at Three Months. 1990

Gelatin- silver print

2115/ 16 x i66/i6 in. (55.7 x 41.6 cm)

120

Mary Kocol

BORN 1962

PAGE 35:

Christmas Window, Somerville, Massachusetts. 1989

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

3772 x 2574 in. (95.2 x 64.1 cm)

Pok Chi Lau

BORN HONG KONG, 1950

PAGE 71:

Teen-ager's Room, Johnson County, Kansas. 1984

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

13 74 x 13 7s in. (33.6 x 33.4 cm)



Frank Majore

BORN 1948

PAGE 73:

Interior. 1989

Silver-dye-bleach print (Cibachrome)

39 V2 x 29 V2 in. (100.3 x 74-9 cm)

Courtesy of Holly Solomon Gallery, New York

Sally Mann

BORN 1951

PAGE 66:

Untitled, from the series "At Twelve,

Portraits of Young Girls." 1982

Gelatin-silver print

23V16 x i9u/i6 in. (59.8 x 50 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

Purchased as the gift of Shirley C. Burden

page 66:

Untitled, from the series "At Twelve,

Portraits of Young Girls." 1982

Gelatin-silver print

23V16 x 19 "/is in. (59.8 x 50 cm)

Abelardo Morell

BORN CUBA, 1948

PAGE 76:

Brady Sitting. 1989

Gelatin-silver print

22'A x 177/ 8 in. (57.2 x 45.4 cm)

Marilyn Nance

BORN 1953

PAGE 50:

Al andAli. 1981

Gelatin-silver print

8 x 12 in. (20.3 x 30.5 cm)

Nic Nicosia

BORN 1951

PAGE 58:

Real Pictures #11. 1988

Gelatin-silver print

79 x 487s in. (200.7 x 122.9 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

E. T. Harmax Foundation Fund

Nicholas Nixon

BORN 1947

All works courtesy of Zabriskie Gallery, New York

page 43:

Sam and Clementine, Cambridge. 1990

Gelatin-silver print

711/ie x 97 16 in. (19.5 x 24.5 cm)

page 43:

Clementine and Sam, Cambridge. 1990

Gelatin-silver print

717 16 x 97 16 in. (19.5 x 24.5 cm)

PAGE 80:

Sam and Clementine, Cambridge. 1990

Gelatin-silver print

7'7i6 x 97i6 in. (19.5 x 24.5 cm)

page 80:

Sam and Clementine, Battle Creek, Michigan. 1990

Gelatin-silver print

717 16 x 97 16 in. (19.5 x 24.5 cm)

PAGE 8i:

Sam, Bebe, and Clementine, Cambridge. 1990

Gelatin-silver print

717 16 x 97i6 in. (19.5 x 24.5 cm)

Lorie Novak

BORN 1954

PAGE 115:

Fragments. 1987

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor,

26 x 36 in. (66 x 91.4 cm)

Kathy O'Connor

BORN i960

PAGE 113:

Untitled. 1989

Gelatin-silver print

1372 x 1378 in. (34.3 x 34.6 cm)

John Pinderhughes

BORN 1946

PAGE IO3:

Gum Gum. 1989

Silver-dye-bleach print (Cibachrome)

15 x 15 in. (38.1 x 38.1 cm)

Melissa Ann Pinney

BORN 1953

PAGE 79:

Mother and Daughter, Halloween. 1988

From the series "Feminine Identity"

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

20 72 x 30 72 in. (52 x 77.5 cm)

page 104:

Marcy's Baby Shower. 1989

From the series "Feminine Identity"

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

2o7i6 x 30 7s in. (51.2 x 76.5 cm)
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David Prifti

BORN 1961

Adrienne Salinger

BORN 1956

PAGE 102:

Nora. 1985

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

18'/s x 145/s in. (46 x 37 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

E. T. Harmax Foundation Fund

page 68:

Colleen B. 1990. From the series "Teen-agers in

Their Bedrooms"

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

29 x 36 V2 in. (73.7 x 92.1 cm)

Marvin Rhodes

BORN 1948

PAGE 92:

Ben Johnson and Family. 1985

Gelatin-silver print

14V4 x i43A (37.4 x 37.5 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

Gift of the photographer

Thomas Roma

BORN I95O

PAGE 33:

Jack with Flashlight. 1990

Gelatin -silver print

13 x 97/s in. (33 x 25 cm)

PAGE 42:

Janet Behind Screen Door. 1987

Gelatin-silver print

13 x 97/s in. (33 x 25 cm)

Sheron Rupp

BORN 1943

PAGE 54:

Florence, Massachusetts. 1989

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

12V16 x 187 * in. (31 x 46.5 cm)

Cindy Sherman

BORN 1954

PAGE 33:

Untitled Film Still #10. 1978

Gelatin-silver print

7 V2 X9V2 in. (19 x 24.1 cm)

Courtesy of Metro Pictures, New York

page 82:

Untitled Film Still #14. 1978

Gelatin-silver print

9J2 x 7V2 in. (24.1 x 19 cm)

Collection of Carol and Paul Meringoff

page 87:

Untitled. 1981

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

23'7i6 x 487i6 in. (61.1 x 122.1 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

Gift of Carl D. Lobell

Stephen Shore

BORN 1947

PAGE 87:

Michael and Sandy Marsh, Amarillo, Texas. 1974

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

7xh x 9V2 in. (19 x 24.2 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

David H. McAlpin Fund

page 54:

Hillsboro, New Hampshire. 1985

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

n'7i6 x 1772 in. (30 x 44.4 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

The Family of Man Fund

Gabrielle Russomagno

BORN 1963

PAGE 57:

Jackie and Diana. 1989

Gelatin-silver print

1474 x I4'7i6 in. (37.5 x 37.7 cm)

Laurie Simmons

BORN 1949

PAGE 72:

Coral Living Room with Lilies. 1983

Silver-dye-bleach print (Cibachrome)

5972 x 45 in. (151.1 x 114.3 cm)

Courtesy of Metro Pictures, New York

Sage Sohier

BORN 1954

PAGE 53:

Berkeley, California. 1987

Gelatin-silver print

10'7i6 x 1574 in. (27.2 x 40 cm)
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PAGE 83:

Washington, D.C. 1980

Gelatin -silver print

io7/i6 x 1515/i6 in. (26.5 x 40.5 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

Acquired with matching funds from the Lauder Foundation

and the National Endowment for the Arts

page 93:

Gordon and Jim, with Gordon's Mother Margot, San Diego,

California. 1987. From the series "At Home with Themselves:

Photographs of Gay and Lesbian Couples"

Gelatin-silver print

105/ 8 x i5n/i6 in. (27 x 40.5 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

The Family of Man Fund

page 109:

Brookline, Massachusetts. 1983

Gelatin-silver print

10 72 x 1513/i6 in. (26.6 x 40.2 cm)

Joni Sternbach

BORN 1953

PAGE 105:

Untitled, from the series "Something Between

the Two of Them." 1983-87

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

40 V2 x 40V16 in. (102.8 x 101.9 cm)

Joel Sternfeld

BORN 1944

PAGE 40:

Buckingham, Pennsylvania. August 1978

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

i3s/s x 17V16 in. (34.6 x 43.7 cm)

Courtesy of Pace/MacGill Gallery, New York

page 49:

Canyon Country, California. June 1983

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

13 72 x 17 in. (34.3 x 43.2 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

Gift of the photographer

page 68:

Investment Banker at Home, Malibu, California.

August 1989

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

44 x 35 in. (111.7 x 88.8 cm)

Courtesy of Pace/MacGill Gallery, New York

page 69:

Attorney at Home, Malibu, California. August 1989

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

44 x 35 in. (111.7 x 88.8 cm)

Courtesy of Pace/MacGill Gallery, New York

Jock Sturges

BORN 1947

PAGE 67:

Untitled. 1984

Gelatin-silver print

75/ 8 x 95/s in. (19.5 x 24.5 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

The Family of Man Fund

Larry Sultan

BORN 1946

All works are from the series "Pictures from Home." 1983-91
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My Fathers Desk. 1987

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

173/8 x 213/ 16 in. (44.2 x 53.9 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

Partial gift of Shirley C. Burden, by exchange
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Eight stills from Sultan family home movies, 1943-72

Chromogenic color prints (Ektacolor); frame enlargements

from 8 mm color film

Each 167 16 x 2174 in. (41.8 x 54 cm)

Courtesy of Janet Borden, Inc., New York
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My Mother Posing for Me, Palm Springs. 1984

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

2872 x 3472 in. (72.5 x 87.3 cm)

Courtesy of Janet Borden, Inc., New York
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My Mother on a Chaise Longue. 1987

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

\ylh x 2i3/8 in. (44.3 x 54.3 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

Partial gift of James Thrall Soby, by exchange
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My Father Sitting on Bed. 1984

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

21 x 18 in. (53.3 x 45.7 cm)

Courtesy of Janet Borden, Inc., New York

Anne Turyn
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Untitled. 1983. From the series "Illustrated Memories"

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

13 x i93/i« in. (32.9 x 48.6 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

The Family of Man Fund



JoAnn Verburg
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Henry Wessel

BORN 1942
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Untitled. 1989

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

36Vi6 x 253/ is in. (41.8 x 64 cm)
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First Day Back in Spoleto (HenkeVs Photo). 1988

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

137s x i8'7i6 in. (33.3 x 47.5 cm)
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Rules Concerning Homework. 1986

Gelatin-silver print

15 x 225/ 16 in. (38.1 x 56.7 cm)

Courtesy of Fraenkel Gallery, San Francisco

Neil Winokur

BORN 1945

Wolf Von dem Bussche

BORN GERMANY, I934
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Nicholas Taking a Bath, Age Seven Weeks. 1971

Gelatin-silver print

n3/4 x i711/i6 in. (29.9 x 45 cm)

The Museum of Modern Art, New York

Purchase
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Self-Portrait. 1990

Twenty silver- dye-bleach prints (Cibachrome),

varying in size from 95/s x 75/s in. (24.4 x 19.4 cm)

to i95/s x i5s/s in. (49.8 x 39.7 cm).

(Excerpted from a work comprising forty prints)

Courtesy of Janet Borden, Inc., New York,

and Barbara Toll Fine Arts, New York

Jo Ann Walters

BORN 1952
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Suzanne, Alan, Benjamin, and Joshua Frishman,

Guilford, Connecticut. 1987

Chromogenic color print (Ektacolor)

8 V16 x 10 in. (20.5 x 25.4 cm)

Carrie Mae Weems

BORN I953
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Untitled. 1990

Gelatin-silver print

28 'A x 28 V4 in. (71.8 x 71.8 cm)

Courtesy of P.P.O.W., New York
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Untitled. 1990

Gelatin-silver print

28 V4 x 2874 in. (71.8 x 71.8 cm)

Courtesy of P.P.O.W., New York

Photograph Credits

In most cases the reproductions have been made from the

original works or from prints or transparencies provided by the

owners or custodians of the works. Reproductions for which

further credit is due are:

Pages 31 top, 47, 55, 75, 91 bottom, 95, and 114: Gamma One

Conversions, New York

Pages 8 top, 9 top and bottom, 11,12, 18,19, 58, 92 top, 99

bottom, 100 top, 106 top, 112 bottom: Kate Keller and Mali
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Pleasures and Terrors of Domestic Comfort
CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN PHOTOGRAPHS

Living rooms and bedrooms, grownups and kids, the expectations and anxieties of American

domestic comfort are laid before us in this lively book of pictures, published to accompany a

major exhibition at The Museum of Modern Art, New York.

Among the sixty-two photographers whose work is represented are Tina Barney, Ellen Brooks,

Philip-Lorca diCorcia, Doug DuBois, William Eggleston, Mary Frey, Lee Friedlander, Nan Goldin,

Sally Mann, Nic Nicosia, Nicholas Nixon, Lorie Novak, Cindy Sherman, Sage Sohier, Joel Sternfeld,

Larry Sultan, JoAnn Verburg, Carrie Mae Weems, and Neil Winokur.

128 pages; 153 illustrations (95 in color)
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